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A decision-process tracing tool The Decision/ Outcome
e.g. Numeric risk assessment or Accused perpetrator
Analysis is often restricted to this level. ASP allows more
depth…

(Web-based program with
customisable content)

•Complex information space

See
below

General Behaviour Metrics

(Suitable for complex business
decisions)

•Process-based
Theory

•Individual reflection
on behaviour

(Distinguish theories with
the same outcome but
different processes)

(Compare to expert
profiles or staff solutions,
discuss time allocation,
information focus, stages
of investigation)

•Model over time

Distinct cells opened Words in workspace Time on task
(Model how behaviour
•Engaging tasks
Repeat cell openings Words in final report Time in cells
changes over time)
(e.g. Country Assessment and Murder
Murder Total
Total cell
cell openings
openings Qualitative analysis Average time per cell •Compare populations
Investigation)
Scenario revisits
of reports
Documentation time (High/low performers,
•Detailed output
interdependent teams,
(Downloadable in excel format)
Behaviour in Space and Time
experts/novices, different
Sequential data (order of cell openings, time, documentation…) tasks)
•Business application
Cell-specific data (number of openings, time, documentation…)
See
below

See Behaviour Metrics

See Potential Applications

•Behaviour pre and
post training
(Present differences in
cell selection, time
allocation, decision
outcome etc.)

ASP represents two broad categories of analysis tasks: Prediction and detection
TASKS: Travel Advisory and Country Brief –
Provide a written and numeric threat assessment
for tourists or an organisational representative
visiting the fictitious country, Parette.

TASK: Murder Investigation – Identify the most probable
perpetrator of a crime (7 possible suspects)
Click to open and close cells

Type and copy information
in the workspace and report
space
Select a final decision
Information overload: 50130 words per cell,
64 cells

OTHER TASK IDEAS: Criminal case, jury decision. INFORMATION IDEAS: Career-related decisions,
compare products or services, information from real criminal/ business/ legal cases …

Chosen-suspect related
search increased
significantly about half
way through the
investigation

Travel Advisory (N = 32)
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But never
dominated the
investigation
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8 times more likely to be visited in
the Travel Advisory task
2

(1, N = 77) = 20.50, p < .0005,
Odds Ratio = 7.82

Country Brief (N = 45)
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5 times more likely to be visited in
the Travel Advisory task
2

(1, N = 77) = 12.89, p < .0005,
Odds Ratio = 4.99

Wilks’ Lambda = .76, F (3,41) = 4.40,
p = .009

30%

(N = 44)
Chosen suspect-relevant cells

Significantly more
attention to ‘Crime,
Police and Security’,
and ‘International
Relations’ columns
in the Travel
Advisory task
compared to the
Country Brief task.

Difference in proportion of sample
visiting cells

OTHER TASK IDEAS: Risk assessment, policy decision, investment decision, business
decision.

Cells can contain graphics
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